
THE GALACTIC DISK TIDAL FORCE:SIMULATING THE OBSERVED OORT CLOUDCOMETS�P.A. Dybzy«ski and H. Pr�etkaAstronomial Observatory, A. Mikiewiz University, Pozna«, Poland1 IntrodutionIn previous papers (Pr�etka and Dybzy«ski, 1994; Dybzy«ski and Pr�etka, 1996) we pre-sented detailed analysis of seleted examples of the long-term evolution of the orbit of Oortloud omets under the in�uene of the galati disk tidal fore, as well as some statistialharateristis of the simulated observable omet population. This paper presents furtherimprovements in our Monte Carlo simulation programme whih allow us to represent in abetter way the real proesses of prodution of observable omets due to galati perturba-tions.2 Simulation Method ImprovementIn our seond paper (Dybzy«ski and Pr�etka, 1996), following some other authors (see forexample (Matese and Whitman, 1989, 1992)), we treated a omet as observable when itsosulating perihelion distane dereased below some adopted observability limit (5AU inour ase). Limiting the investigation to the evolution of osulating elements allowed usto use very fast and e�ient averaged Hamiltonian equations of motion in our simulation.However, further detailed analysis of the problem showed that the adopted observabilityde�nition was insu�ient: what makes a omet observable is not its osulating periheliondistane but its true distane from the Sun, smaller than some adopted threshold value. Itmay happen that when the osulating perihelion distane is at its smallest, the omet isaround its aphelion distane. An example of suh a situation is shown in Figures 1a,b,.All three parts of this �gure present the long-term evolution of the osulating periheliondistane (thik line) and the helioentri distane of the omet (thin line) in three di�erentsales. In Figures 1b, the horizontal line denotes the limit of observability. The highestmagni�ation (Figure 1) reveals the osulating perihelion distane hanges in the viinityof two onseutive perihelion passages of the omet. One an see that when the osulatingperihelion distane passes below the 5AU limit the omet is nevertheless pretty far from theSun.The most e�ient way to follow the true distane of a omet from the Sun in our problemis to integrate numerially the basi equations of motion in retangular oordinates. In thepresent ase, whih inludes so far only the galati disk tidal perturbations, these equationsare very simple (Heisler, 1990):�x = � �r3x ; �y = � �r3 y ; �z = � �r3 z � 4�G� � z (1)with � = 0:185M�=p3 (Bahall, 1984). As the aim of our researh is to desribe thesimulated population of observable omets resulting from galati disk tidal ation so we�Uno�ial opy, please do not distribute. Originally published in: I.M.Wytrzyszzak, J.H.Lieske,R.A.Feldman (eds.), Dynamis and Astrometry of Natural and Arti�ial Celestial Bodies, Proeedings ofIAU Colloquium 165, Poznañ, Poland, 114-154, 1997, Kluwer Aademi Publishers1



Figure 1: Long-term evolution of the osulating perihelion distane (thik line) and thehelioentri distane of the omet (thin line).
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Figure 2: Long-term evolution of the osulating perihelion distane and the helioentridistane of the omet. Additional urves present hanges in: argument of perihelion (A)and inlination (B). Both are related to the galati disk plane.
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Figure 3: Argument of perihelion distributions for simulated observable omets for threedi�erent simulation rules.
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Figure 4: Argument of perihelion distributions for simulated (A) and really observed (B)omets. Part B presents 289 one-apparition ometary orbits from the Marsden atalogue.
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used our Monte Carlo simulation programme as follows: we generated initial onditions fromthe adopted Oort loud `steady state' orbit distribution and integrated the motion of thissingle omet during 500 million years, reording the osulating orbital elements whenever theomet appeared in the region of observability. The Oort loud `steady state' distributionsof semimajor axis and eentriity were adopted from the important paper by Dunan et al.(1987). For the angular elements we adopted uniform distributions for the argument ofperihelion and the osine of inlination. Given the axial symmetry of the problem, thelongitude of the asending node does not play any role here.From Figure 2 one an guess, that it would be very interesting to examine the argumentof perihelion and inlination distributions for the simulated observable omet population.The ation of the galati disk tidal perturbation fores rapid hanges in these osulatingelements just when the osulating perihelion distane is around its minimum. But, a ometmay be observed before, during or after the time of ourrene of this minimum. Thus,when we observe omets before the minimum of the osulating perihelion distane we alwaysobserve the argument of perihelion to be less than 90Æ (or 270Æ in the symmetrial ase), butwhen observing after minimum we registered this osulating element as greater than 90Æ (or270Æ). For omets with smaller semimajor axes (say several thousand AU) we may be sureto observe it before the minimum of the osulating perihelion distane beause there exist(typially) several, sometimes more than a dozen perihelion passages with perihelion distaneless than the observability threshold before the minimum ours. When the semimajor axisof a omet is larger (several tens of thousands of AU) the probability of observing a ometbefore and after perihelion minimum beomes equal. The hanges of the osulating periheliondistane are muh faster in this ase so that we an typially observe (in the sense desribedpreviously) only one or sometimes two perihelion passages during a single minimum.Another question arises: should we reord only the very �rst perihelion passage (andafterwards treat that omet as lost from the Oort loud) or should we allow (with someprobability) some omets to return to the Oort loud and to be observed (and registered inour distributions) again? It is obvious that some real observed omets do not experienestrong planetary perturbations and return to the Oort loud without any hange in theirorbits. In our simulation programme we deided to introdue a mehanism whih allowsa omet to be observed and registered again with some (so far onstant) probability. Forthe test simulations we adopted this probability equal to 0.5 (we all this parameter theSolar System transpareny oe�ient). This means that we registered all the �rst perihelionpassages of omets passing the observability sphere, half of all the seond perihelion passages,a quarter of the third and so on.3 Results and ConlusionsWe performed several di�erent simulations to ompare the importane of some parametersand the adopted rules for produing observable omet distributions. In Figures 3a,b one anompare distributions of the argument of perihelion for �xed semimajor axis (a=20 000AU)with di�erent simulation shemes: in Figure 3a we registered only the very �rst perihelionpassage through the observability region of eah omet and in Figure 3b we allowed forseveral onseutive perihelion passages of the same omet with probability equal to 0.5 (weall this probability the planetary system transpareny oe�ient). As was stated, the �rstperihelion passage (even for the not very small semimajor axis here) ours almost alwayswhen the argument of perihelion lies in the �rst (or third) quarter. One an observe thisosulating element in the seond (fourth) quarter when one allows for the seond, third andsubsequent perihelion passages of the same omet to be registered (as `observed').However, in Figure 3 one an observe that slightly inreasing the (again �xed) semimajoraxis an lead to a result very similar to that shown in Figure 3b, but with only the �rstperihelion passage registered. We reognize this problem as very deliate and as we statedthe �nal result of the simulation (with semimajor axis randomly hosen from the adopteddistribution) will be strongly dependent on the `steady state' Oort loud distribution andthe planetary system transpareny oe�ient. We performed suh a simulation with theinitial distributions desribed earlier and obtained the argument of perihelion distributionof observable omets shown in Figure 4a. For omparison we present in Figure 4b the6



distribution of the same element for the real atually observed one-apparition omets takenfrom the Marsden atalogue (Marsden and Williams, 1996). Among the onlusions wewant to state also, that the solar system transpareny oe�ient plays an important rolein the investigation of the long term orbital evolution of the Oort loud omets. Furtherinvestigations on its value and dependene on orbital elements are neessary.ReferenesBahall, J.: 1984, `Self-onsistent determinations of the total amount of matter near theSun'. ApJ 276, 169�181.Dunan, M., T. Quinn, and S. Tremaine: 1987, `The Formation and Extent of the SolarSystem Comet Cloud'. AJ 94(5), 1330�1338.Dybzy«ski, P. A. and H. Pr�etka: 1996, `The Statistial E�ets of Galati Tides on theOort Cloud'. Earth Moon and Planets 72, 13�18.Heisler, J.: 1990, `Monte Carlo Simulations of the Oort Comet Cloud'. Iarus 88, 104�121.Marsden, B. G. and G. V. Williams: 1996, Catalogue of Cometary Orbits 11th Edition.Cambridge, Mass.: Minor Planet Center.Matese, J. J. and P. G. Whitman: 1989, `The Galati Disk Tidal Field and the NonrandomDistribution of Observed Oort Cloud Comets'. Iarus 82, 389�401.Matese, J. J. and P. G. Whitman: 1992, `A model of the galati tidal interation with theOort omet loud'. Celestial Mehanis and Dynamial Astronomy 54, 13�35.Pr�etka, H. and P. A. Dybzy«ski: 1994, `The Galati Disk In�uene on the Oort CloudCometary Orbits'. In: K. Kurzy«ska, F. Barlier, P. K. Seidelmann, and I. Wytrzyszzak(eds.): Dynamis and Astrometry of Natural and Arti�ial Celestial Bodies. Pozna«,Poland, pp. 299�304, Astronomial Obs. of the A.Mikiewiz Univ.
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